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ABSTRACT
The geometric characteristics of dust clouds provide important information on the physical processes that structure such clouds.
One of such characteristics is the 2D fractal dimension D of a cloud projected on to the sky plane. In previous studies, which
were mostly based on infrared (IR) data, the fractal dimension of individual clouds was found to be in a range from 1.1 to 1.7
with a preferred value of 1.2–1.4. In this work, we use data from Stripe82 of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey to measure the fractal
dimension of the cirrus clouds. This is done here for the first time for optical data with significantly better resolution as compared
to IR data. To determine the fractal dimension, the perimeter-area method is employed. We also consider IR (IRAS and Herschel)
counterparts of the corresponding optical fields to compare the results between the optical and IR. We find that the averaged
fractal dimension across all clouds in the optical is 〈D〉 = 1.69+0.05

−0.05 which is significantly larger than the fractal dimension of
its IR counterparts 〈D〉 = 1.38+0.07

−0.06. We examine several reasons for this discrepancy (choice of masking and minimal contour
level, image and angular resolution, etc.) and find that for approximately half of our fields the different angular resolution (point
spread function) of the optical and IR data can explain the difference between the corresponding fractal dimensions. For the other
half of the fields, the fractal dimensions of the IR and visual data remain inconsistent, which can be associated with physical
properties of the clouds, but further physical simulations are required to prove it.

Key words: ISM: clouds – dust, extinction.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Cirrus clouds are wispy filamentary structures observed at high
latitudes of our Galaxy. They were discovered in the far-infrared
(FIR) based on IRAS observations in the early 1980s (Low et al.
1984). However, much earlier they were also identified at optical (de
Vaucouleurs 1955, 1960; de Vaucouleurs & Freeman 1972; Sandage
1976; Mattila 1979; de Vries & Le Poole 1985; Román, Trujillo &
Montes 2020) and later at ultraviolet wavelengths (Haikala et al.
1995; Gillmon & Shull 2006; Boissier et al. 2015). It was also
demonstrated that the position of the cirrus clouds is well correlated
with the position of some molecular clouds (Weiland et al. 1986; de
Vries, Heithausen & Thaddeus 1987; Gillmon & Shull 2006).

The cirrus clouds and molecular clouds, as well as the clouds of
neutral hydrogen, are well known to have a rather complex geometry.
They possess hierarchy and self-similarity (Bazell & Desert 1988;
Dickman, Horvath & Margulis 1990; Falgarone, Phillips & Walker
1991; Hetem & Lepine 1993; Vogelaar & Wakker 1994; Elmegreen &
Falgarone 1996; Stutzki et al. 1998; Sánchez, Alfaro & Pérez 2005,
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2007; Elia et al. 2018; Juvela et al. 2018), that is, they can be described
as fractals (Mandelbrot 1983) or even multifractals (Chappell &
Scalo 2001; Elia et al. 2018; Beattie, Federrath & Klessen 2019a;
Beattie et al. 2019b). Naturally, an important property of a fractal
is its fractal dimension, the value of which characterises how a
cloud fills the volume. If it is close to 3, then the cloud fills the
volume like a simple 3D object and if, for example, the cloud
consists mainly of linear filaments, the dimension should have a
value closer to 1. A number of other approaches to characterize the
structure of the clouds was also proposed in the literature, such as
the power-spectrum analysis (Stutzki et al. 1998; Miville-Deschênes
et al. 2016), the multifractal spectrum analysis (Chappell & Scalo
2001), the statistical analysis based on the probability distribution
function (Donkov, Veltchev & Klessen 2017), and correlation integral
value (Sánchez et al. 2005). In this work, we focus mainly on the
fractal dimension and do not discuss other approaches further.

As the fractal dimension characterizes the cloud density distribu-
tion, its value is determined by the physical processes that govern the
cloud evolution. Quite the number of studies is dedicated to exploring
the connection between the value of the fractal dimension and the
physical parameters of the clouds (Sánchez, Alfaro & Pérez 2006)
including various hydrodynamic (Federrath, Klessen & Schmidt
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2009; Beattie et al. 2019a,b) and magnetohydrodynamic studies
(Kowal & Lazarian 2007; Kritsuk et al. 2007; Kritsuk, Lee & Norman
2013). In general, it was found that turbulent flows structure the
cloud in such a way that the fractal dimension spans the whole range
from 2.0 to 2.9 depending on the Mach number value and how the
turbulence itself is implemented in simulations (Kowal & Lazarian
2007; Federrath et al. 2009; Konstandin et al. 2016; Beattie et al.
2019a,b).

For real clouds observed in astronomical images, a measurement
of the fractal dimension is complicated by the fact that the observer
usually deals with a 2D intensity distribution with a finite resolution
produced by a 3D object with a complicated geometry (Sánchez et al.
2005). Therefore, strictly speaking, an observational data allows one
to only measure the fractal dimension of the projection of a cloud
Dp and not the fractal dimension D of the cloud itself. This problem
was thoroughly addressed by Sánchez et al. (2005), where modelled
clouds were considered. An important conclusion of their work is
that for a fixed value of the 3D fractal dimension D, one can obtain
different values of Dp depending on image resolution. Sánchez et al.
(2005) also clearly showed that D does not need to be equal to
Dp + 1, but D tends to be slightly greater than this, e.g. for Dp ≈
1.35 it was found that D should be in a range from 2.5 to 2.7. It
was also found that Dp should decrease with an increase of D (see
their fig. 8). In a subsequent work, Sánchez et al. (2007) obtained
that some other observational parameters, such as noise level, can
also influence the obtained values of the fractal dimension. In recent
studies by Beattie et al. (2019a,b), the authors used hydrodynamic
simulations to study how the calculated values of the projection
fractal dimension Dp depend on the volumetric fractal dimension D
and the Mach number of the flow. It was found that D should be in a
range from Dp + 1/2 to Dp + 1 for high and low Mach number limits,
respectively. In contradiction to the results of Sánchez et al. (2005),
Beattie et al. (2019a,b) found that D should increase with an increase
of Dp (see their fig. 6). Here, we should note these authors calculated
the fractal dimension using a mass-length fractal dimension method
that differs from the perimeter-area method which is commonly used
for measuring the fractal dimension of actual astronomical clouds.
Nevertheless, we admit that the simulation set-up of Beattie et al.
(2019b) with real clouds and physical processes, which govern their
evolution, is much more appealing from a physical point of view
than experiments with static geometric fractals with no underlying
physics which were considered by Sánchez et al. (2005).

For our convenience, hereinafter we abandon the lower index in
Dp and write it simply as D.

Most of previous studies on fractal dimension of the cirrus and
molecular clouds were carried out based on infrared IRAS and Her-
schel data (Bazell & Desert 1988; Dickman et al. 1990; Vogelaar &
Wakker 1994; Juvela et al. 2018; Beattie et al. 2019b), although a
number of other observations were also utilized (Falgarone et al.
1991; Hetem & Lepine 1993; Vogelaar & Wakker 1994; Sánchez
et al. 2005).

The general approach to measure the fractal dimension, used in
those studies, is as follows. First, the observer chooses some contours
with a fixed level of intensity (or some set of them), calculates the
perimeter P and area A of the structure enclosed by a contour, and
approximates the perimeter and area dependence by a power function
of the following form: P ∝ AD/2. This approach turned out to be
rather fruitful. In general, it was shown that the structures, measured
in such a way, indeed form an almost straight line on the (log P,
log A) plane with a resultant error on D of about several hundredths
and smaller (Bazell & Desert 1988; Dickman et al. 1990; Falgarone
et al. 1991; Vogelaar & Wakker 1994; Sánchez et al. 2005). As for

the actual values of the fractal dimension, it was found to span a
range from 1.1 to 1.7 with preferred values of about 1.3−1.4 if we
account for all results presented in the literature, see Section 6.2.

One of the problems with the interpretation of fractal dimension
measurements is that different data can have different image reso-
lution (pixel scales), as well as some other observation specifica-
tions, such as different point spread functions (PSFs), etc. As was
already mentioned, Sánchez et al. (2005) showed that differences
in resolution can affect the obtained values of the fractal dimension
and, in some cases, a low resolution can even lead to a significant
underestimation of the fractal dimension (see fig. 7 in Sánchez
et al. 2005). In terms of this problem, it is important to examine
how the previous results hold if we use some new data with better
observational specifications.

In the recent work by Román et al. (2020), the authors distin-
guished a number of cirrus clouds in several fields of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) Stripe82 (Abazajian et al. 2009; Fliri & Trujillo
2016) after some additional image processing, which included
creating mosaics, masking, and subtracting the sky background and
instrumental scattered light. In this article, we use the same fields
as presented in Román et al. (2020), where the cirrus clouds have
already been distinguished, to calculate their fractal dimension. In
this we pursue two goals.

The first goal is to actually calculate the fractal dimension of
the clouds in the optical. To our knowledge, measuring the fractal
dimension in the visible has not been done before. At the same time,
most of previous investigations used IR data as a source material
with much worse resolution. As mentioned above, these factors are
important for fractal dimension measurements. We should also note
that, from a physical point of view, it is important to explore whether
the results of fractal dimension measurements depend on wavelength.
And if they do, that means that the upcoming physical simulations
of the clouds should take this into account when comparing the
simulated data with actual observational data. In this study, we also
compare the obtained results for the optical with those obtained for
the IR for the same fields and, in general, with the results of previous
works.

The second goal of this paper is rather methodological. Optical
images have better resolution and, hence, there are many small-scale
features present on such images that cannot be detected in the IR.
Thus, optical data can be used to directly measure to what degree
the various effects, such as image and angular resolution (PSF), can
change the fractal dimension values. This is also important for future
studies of the geometric properties of dust clouds.

On the other hand, although the use of optical images has many
advantages, bright sources in the optical are much more numerous as
compared to the IR. Masking such sources often introduces empty
areas which can shred up the clouds one tries to measure. For this
reason, to reliably measure the fractal dimension, one should study
how the masking itself affects the measurement. We pay special
attention to this matter in course of this article and prepare several
additional simple experiments to estimate the effect of masking.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe
the optical and IR data we used to calculate the fractal dimension of
the clouds. In Section 3, we provide a thorough description of our
algorithm to calculate the fractal dimension and give a description of
a Monte Carlo simulation set-up which we used to estimate the errors
for our fractal dimension measurement, as well as to estimate how
various observational specifications affect the results. In Section 4,
we present results of our fractal dimension measurements for the
optical and IR data and compare the obtained results with those from
the literature. In Section 5, we discuss the influence of various effects
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Figure 1. Position of the fields under consideration in the plane of the sky.
The dashed lines depict the Stripe82 borders. The frames of the fields are
colour-coded for a better distinction of adjacent fields.

on our fractal dimension measurements, including angular resolution
and masking. In Section 6, we discuss the physical reasons for the
observed differences of the fractal dimensions in the optical and IR
and compare our results with those obtained in previous studies. We
summarize our results in Section 7.

2 DATA

2.1 Optical data

For optical data, we use 16 different fields in the g, r, i, and z

bands that were prepared by Román et al. (2020) to specifically
distinguish and study cirrus clouds. A detailed description of each
field is summarized in table 2 of Román et al. (2020). Here we briefly
provide some important details on the data reduction pipeline, which
was designed to carefully probe cirrus clouds in the Stripe82 fields,
and on our further processing.

The original raw fields were taken from the SDSS Stripe82 data
base (Abazajian et al. 2009). The Stipe82 data itself is obtained with
the 2.5-m telescope of the Apache Point Observatory and covers a
stripe in the sky with an angular area of 275 square degrees within
−50◦ < RA < 60◦ and −1.25◦ < Dec. < 1.25◦. The exposure
time was about 1 h for each field. The original pixel size of the
images was 0.396 arcsec per pixel. In addition to the standard SDSS
data reduction, the fields were stacked by Fliri & Trujillo (2016),
who tried to carefully preserve the characteristics of the background
which represents a sum of several diffuse light components. Then,
the residuals of the co-adding process were removed in Román &
Trujillo (2018). In Román et al. (2020), the fields were further
processed to account for the instrumental scattered light produced by
the extended PSF wings of the stars. Also, in Román et al. (2020),
accurate masking of all sources that contaminate the cirrus emission
was carried out and the fields were rebinned from the original SDSS
pixel size to 6 arcsec per pixel. The relative location of all fields
in the sky is shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen from this figure, the
fields are distributed all over Stripe82 and do not lie in one area or
direction. The fields span the galactic latitude b between −35◦ and
−61◦ for Field#1 and #5, respectively.

One important difference from Román et al. (2020) is that we have
8 large fields instead of their smaller 16. The reason is that we decided
to compose the overlapping fields into a single mosaic because the

total image area can be an important factor for measuring the fractal
dimension of a cloud. Specifically, we merged two sets of the fields,
namely Fields#6-10 and #11-15. These fields form a sequence of
tiles that are located next to each other in the original Stripe82 data.
We refer to the resulted composed fields as ‘#join1’ and ‘#join2’ in
our further discussion. The notation of the remaining Fields#1-5 and
#16 stays unchanged. The reason why they were cut in the first place
is that Román et al. (2020) aimed to have more points with different
densities of dust to better sample the correlation between density and
optical colours.

There is one major problem with the large fields which stems from
the SDSS data reduction pipeline: it can cause oversubtraction of the
diffuse light on a scale of several arcminutes, thus not allowing to
correctly investigate cirrus clouds of similar sizes. More about this
issue can be found in the original paper by Román et al. (2020) and
later in Section 6.

2.2 IR data

Since most of previous studies on the fractal dimension utilized IR
data, it is interesting to compare the fractal dimension of the clouds
that we observe in the optical with their counterparts in the IR. To this
aim, we use the Improved Reprocessing of the IRAS Survey (IRIS;
Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005) and Herschel (Viero et al. 2014)
data. IRIS provides reprocessed IRAS data with a slightly improved
angular resolution (4.3 arcmin at 100 μm), better calibration and zo-
diacal light subtraction. For all of the optical fields we extracted their
IR counterparts from the IRIS 100μm data base using special IDL rou-
tines, which were designed to produce IRIS mosaics.1 For Field#5,
we also analyse the Herschel 250 μm data from Román et al. (2020)
where the Herschel Stripe82 Survey (HerS; Viero et al. 2014) was
used to identify whether the diffuse emission, observed in the optical,
is due to the Galactic dust or there are some other sources responsible
for it. This field has its own mask to filter out all sources, which are
not related to dust, see fig. 7 in Román et al. (2020) and panel (b) of
Fig. 2. This figure also shows an optical image in the g band and the
IRIS data, so they can be directly compared with each other. Note a
good congruence of the cirrus contours in the separate subplots and
a difference between the masked regions in panels (a) and (b).

To ensure that our processing procedure is not affected by some
internal flaws, we also exploit some IR fields for which D has
been measured in previous studies. We consider two of the five
IRAS 100 μm fields studied in Dickman et al. (1990), namely the
Chameleon and Taurus fields. We select an area within RA and Dec.
coordinates as in Dickman et al. (1990). The reason why we consider
only these two specific fields from Dickman et al. (1990) is because
they are located inside a single IRAS plate and, thus, there is no
need to compose several areas to produce a resulted image for our
comparison analysis.

There are several major points we should mention concerning the
IR data. The IRIS data has a relatively low-angular resolution with
a pixel size of 90 arcsec. The IRIS PSF is much more extended
than the PSF for the optical data, with the characteristic scale
FWHM = 4.3 arcmin. As we show below, both these factors are
important for measuring the fractal dimension. The Herschel data
has a much higher image resolution (a pixel size of 6 arcsec) and a
much better PSF (FWHM = 18.1 arcsec).

Below we consider two types of IR images: one with the optical
mask applied and the other without any mask. The latter option should

1Available at https://www.cita.utoronto.ca/∼mamd/IRIS/IrisDownload.html
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Figure 2. IR and optical data counterparts for Field#5. All images show the same region. Panel (a) displays the data in the g band with the 6 arcsec resolution
and with the colourbar in counts. The red frame limits the part which is later shown in Fig. 3. Panel (b) showcases the Herschel counterpart with the same
resolution but with a different mask (the colourbar units are MJy beam−1). Panel (c) represents the IRIS 100 μm data with the 1.5 arcmin resolution and in units
MJy sr−1. Finally, panel (d) shows the data in the g band, rebinned to the 1.5 arcmin pixel size and convolved with the IRIS PSF, the units are counts. Note that
the IRIS data in panel (c) is depicted without mask, which is exactly the same as the one in panel (d).

be considered to correctly compare the results of this study with the
results from the literature. In most previous studies a masking proce-
dure was not actually carried out (see Bazell & Desert 1988; Dickman
et al. 1990; Juvela et al. 2018). Instead, all the external sources were
usually cut out from the analysis based on their size, that is, all
contours, which were smaller than some fixed size, were excluded
after the perimeters and the area of the clouds had been measured.

3 ME T H O D S

3.1 Method description

In order to compute the fractal dimension D, we employ a perimeter-
area method following Bazell & Desert (1988), Dickman et al.
(1990), Falgarone et al. (1991), Hetem & Lepine (1993), Vogelaar &
Wakker (1994), Sánchez et al. (2005), and Juvela et al. (2018). To
measure the fractal dimension of a cloud, one should find the power
index in the relation between the cloud perimeter P and its surface
area A, which has the following form :

P = K × AD/2 , (1)

where D is the sought value of the fractal dimension and K is
the intercept coefficient. While the fractal dimension D can be
directly connected to some physical properties of the cloud (see
Introduction), the intercept K should characterize the general shape
of the cloud. However, we note that, based on the results of previous
studies (Dickman et al. 1990; Vogelaar & Wakker 1994), the intercept
values obtained for the real clouds can hardly be used to associate
the shape of the molecular clouds with the shape of some simple

geometric objects like ellipses or circles (see discussion section
in Dickman et al. 1990).

The above-described method cannot be applied as is because the
optical fields have a significant number of masked sources within
individual clouds. In principle, this circumstance can change the
actual fractal dimension in some non-trivial way. For example,
suppose we have some data which satisfies equation (1). If we start
extracting ‘holes’ from such clouds, then the resultant dependence
will have a greater fractal dimension D = 2log P/log A, because their
area will decrease, while the perimeter will increase. Thus, some
additional steps are needed to mitigate this effect.

The sequence of steps for D estimation for each image is illustrated
in Fig. 3 and described below in the following nine-points list.
Hereinafter, values of A and P are given in square pixel and pixel
units, respectively, unless otherwise explicitly stated. Throughout the
text all logarithms are natural. It is important to note here that some
steps are optional, while other depend on subjective parameters. In
the next subsection, we take them into account using Monte Carlo
simulations to verify whether the choice of the parameters can affect
a fractal dimension measurement. The following list summarizes the
details of our algorithm:

(i) We select extended parts of the mask which are, at first sight,
too large to be properly interpolated inside. These parts appear as
large white areas in panel (b) of Fig. 3 [also see panels (a) and (d) in
Fig. 2]. The second reason, why this step is necessary, is that such
masked areas can, along with the image borders, shred up individual
cirrus clouds or cut off some of their parts. If this happens, the D
value can change.
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Figure 3. An illustration of the method pipeline for part of Field#5 shown in Fig. 2 and for the selected contour level = 27 mag arcsec−2. For the description
of the individual panels see Section 3. In panel (c), blue colours show the selected contours for a further analysis, light green shows contours, which touch the
mask, deep green shows large mask and image borders, and yellow shows small filtered clouds with an area A < 30 square pix. Different clouds in panel (d) are
shown by different colours, the ‘holes’ are filled (see the text for details). In panel (e), blue squares correspond to individual clouds from (d), magenta circles
are the clouds that touch the large mask [see step (vii) for details] and then filtered out, red points – all small segments, which are filtered out by the ‘tailcut’
parameter, depicted by the solid vertical line. Note that points from only part of the original Field#5 are shown and, thus, the derived slope is just an example
and not the real D for the whole field.

(ii) This step is optional and includes an interpolation of all mask
parts that have not been previously selected in step (i). We use a
linear interpolation method that produces an overall smooth image
as shown in panel (b) in Fig. 3. Note a small number of artefacts for
the ‘holes’ of medium size.

(iii) Then we select a brightness contour level that corresponds
to a lower boundary of the cirrus emission. All pixels of individual
clouds, which we consider in the next steps, should have an equal
or greater brightness. All the selected contours for the level 27 mag
arcsec−2 in the r band are displayed in panel (c) of Fig. 3 by blue,
light green and yellow colours and the difference between them is
explained below.

(iv) This step is optional. We test the findings of Román et al.
(2020) that cirrus can be filtered out from other sources by its optical
colours. Thus, we apply an additional mask to select only those
pixels that satisfy the (r − i) < 0.43 × (g − r) − 0.06 condition
(see equation 1 in Román et al. 2020). We note, however, that all
emission regions from the analysed fields are expected to be actual
cirrus clouds, thus these measurements are merely performed out of
methodological interest, and the results obtained this way are not
incorporated in the final D estimation. We discuss this matter more
thoroughly in Section 5.5.

(v) As mentioned above, additional ‘holes’ inside cirrus clouds
due to a mask can increase the fractal dimension. In this step, we
decide to ‘fill in’ all mask parts which are completely surrounded
by the pixels that have been previously found to belong to some
clouds. Hence, we assume that such mask parts are actual parts of
the cirrus. If the ‘holes’ have already been interpolated, then this step
has no effect regardless of the choice to ‘fill in’ or not. We note that

individual clouds can still have ‘empty holes’ inside their body. Such
holes are not due to the masking of foreground sources. They appear
as a result of the combined effect of the cloud geometry, projection
effects, and the selected contour level (see fig. 1 in Sánchez et al.
2007). Panel (d) of Fig. 3 showcases how the clouds, distinguished
in panel (c) of the same figure, are transformed after applying the
described procedure.

(vi) All the selected pixels are segmented to individual clouds
using simple connectivity rules, where two pixels can be connected
by a common side, but not by a common corner. Individual clouds
are represented by different colours in panel (d). One can note the
variety of shapes and sizes of individual segments.

(vii) The extracted individual clouds are then filtered in two
different ways. First, we remove all noisy segments, the area A of
which is less than some small value, e.g. 5 square pixels [panel (e)
of Fig. 3, shown in yellow]. Secondly, we choose whether we should
use all the segments that touch a border of the image or the extended
mask parts selected in step (i) even by one pixel. This is explained
by the fact that one can only analyse part of such a cut-off cloud.
If we consider only part of a cloud, its fractal dimension Dpart can
differ from the fractal dimension D of the whole cloud. This effect
is investigated in greater detail in Section 6. The segments, removed
after the first and second procedures, are shown in yellow and light
green in panel (c) of Fig. 3, respectively.

(viii) For all remaining clouds, we find the area A and perimeter P
using the method regionprops from the skimage package. The linear
regression is fitted to data (log A, log P) using an ordinary least-
squares method. The slope of the regression D/2 provides us with the
desired fractal dimension value, as well as the intercept K. This is
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illustrated in panel (e) of Fig. 3. We also depict the points for small
(red) and sliced (magenta) clouds, filtered out in the previous step. We
note that the cut-off clouds follow the regression line fairly well. In
contrast, the inclusion of ‘small’ noisy clouds into the fit bends down
the lower left tail of the regression line, which leads to an increase
of the D value. This is due to a much lower perimeter-to-area ratio
of such noisy clouds with respect to larger ones.

(ix) Since the decision of which clouds should be filtered out be-
cause of their size is, strictly speaking, an arbitrary one, we introduce
an additional parameter which we call the ‘tailcut’ parameter. This
parameter defines which portion of the small clouds in the regression
should be removed from our analysis. The value of the parameter
can be set in a range from 0 to 1 assuming that 0 corresponds to
the lower limit of the log A range, and 1 corresponds to the upper
one. The ‘tailcut’ parameter has a simple geometric interpretation.
In panel (e) of Fig. 3, its value can be represented by a vertical line.
By moving this line to the right, i.e. increasing the ‘tailcut’, one can
measure how stable the regression fit to this sort of filtering is. The
example of this process is shown in panel (f) of the same figure. The
error bars correspond to the errors of the linear regression fitting. We
note that, for this selected part of the cirrus, the measurement of the
fractal dimension is stable within the margin of error until we start
filtering out clouds with an area log A > 5.5, or A > 250 square pixels.

For the IR counterpart images from the Herschel and IRIS surveys,
step (iv) was excluded from the sequence, since we would like to use
the IR data as is for better comparison with the literature. Note, that,
contrary to the previous studies, we decided not to use all the levels
for a given field image to fit one single regression line. Instead,
we measure the fractal dimension for each brightness level under
consideration. This produces a less stable measurement, but, at the
same time, gives us a better understanding of whether the fractal
clouds have the same properties at different brightness levels in the
optical bands.

The presented method can be used as is. However, to estimate the
effect of individual steps on a fractal dimension measurement and to
estimate its uncertainties, we run a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation,
the set-up of which is described below.

3.2 MC simulation

For each optical field, we generate a random set of parameters,
according to the rules described below, and measure the fractal
dimension D, intercept K, and their errors. The regression line cannot
be fitted for some combinations of the parameters, e.g. when all
clouds are filtered out. We consider such realizations unsuccessful
and do not take them into account. We run 10 000 successful
realizations and estimate an average value of D and its 1σ error.
In Fig. 4, one can see a typical example of how individual steps
adjust the D value for Field#3. A detailed description for each of
these steps is as follows.

First, we randomly choose which optical band from g, r, i, z

will be used in this particular realization. In this step, we assume
that all bands should equally contribute to the final estimation of
the fractal dimension. However, in the course of this study, we
found that the results, obtained for the z-band, significantly differ
from others. This can be interpreted by the fact that the z band is
much shallower as compared to the gri bands: the surface brightness
limit μlim (3σ ; 10 arcsec × 10 arcsec) = 29.1, 28.6, 28.2, 26.6
mag arcsec−2 for the g, r, i, and z bands, respectively (see Román
et al. 2020). Therefore, in our further discussion we do not take
into account the results obtained for the z band. This matter will

be addressed in greater detail in Section 5.6. Secondly, we choose
with equal probability whether we should include the cut-off clouds
or not. Next, the size of the extended mask parts, described in step
(i), is randomly picked out from an interval of 200 square pixels to
one third of the field area. Each mask segment, the area of which
is larger than the selected size, is then considered to be too large
to be interpolated. We add a thin frame with a width of 5 pixels
around each field. This frame is also used as an additional mask to
filter out clouds in step (vii) if they touch it. Next, we select whether
we should interpolate all the remaining mask parts or not [see step
(ii)] with the equal probability. As regards the interpolation method,
we found that the choice of the method used has a negligible or no
effect on our results and, thus, we can use a linear interpolation for
simplicity.

The brightness contour level is selected from a uniform distribution
within a range from 0 to the maximum value. Since we work with
images in different bands, the distribution range is not the same for all
bands, with a trend of the maximum brightness to increase towards
the z band. We decided to use a wider range of brightnesses, which
correspond to all individual bands and all possible fields (even if it is
possible that some image has 0 pixels for a selected brightness level,
because this situation is rare and we do not take it into account in the
final measurement anyway). It is important to note that this is not true
for the IRIS counterparts, where some fields have a zero intersection
in the brightness levels. Next, we decide whether to filter out a cirrus
or not to do that based on its colour with the probability p = 0.662

for the latter (see step iv). Also, we decide whether to fill in the inner
mask ‘holes’, as explained in step (v). The ‘tailcut’ parameter from
step (ix) is picked out randomly from the [0.0, 0.95] range and then
squared, in order to shift the distribution to filter out small clouds
more frequently than larger ones. We note that we do not choose the
size for the initial filtering of small clouds in step (vii) at random, but
conservatively filter out all segments with A ≤ 5 square pix to speed
up the process. The reason behind this is that the ‘tailcut’ parameter
does the same filtering. Finally, we do not perform a regression fit if
there are three or less points to fit. Such realizations are considered
unsuccessful.

As was already mentioned in the previous section, for the IRIS and
Herschel data, the colour filtering is not applicable and, hence, it is not
carried out in our MC simulation too. Another important difference
from the optical data is that because of the worse resolution, only
a constrained set of the parameters for the IRIS fields can lead to
a successful measurement of the fractal dimension and, therefore,
it is difficult to collect all 10 000 realizations. Moreover, since
some fields are extensively brighter and some images contain only
a small number of clouds, selecting cirrus contours from the same
distribution often results in an empty sample. Thus, for 100 μm
counterparts we decided to run the same number of realizations as for
the optical bands, neglecting the fact whether a particular realization
is successful or not. All other parameters in the MC simulation for
the IR counterparts remain the same.

4 R ESULTS

Table 1 and Fig. 5 summarize the results of our fractal dimension
measurements from the MC simulation for the clouds from the
selected fields. We note that these table and figure present not only

2We have shifted the probability distribution here because the colour filtering
is an experimental step which has not been done before. Thus, we decided to
collect more realizations without such filtering.
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Figure 4. Dependence of the fractal dimension D on the MC parameters for Field#3. Each parameter is illustrated by two subplots. The first subplot shows
how parameter values affect the resulted D estimation, while the second subplot represents the parameter distribution using the corresponding histogram. For
discrete parameters, the data are presented as a D density distribution for each option; for continuous parameters – as standard deviation density contours, where
individual dots are outliers. All histograms are normalized in such a way that the height of the largest bar equals unity and all density contours are drawn for the
same bins as in the related histogram but slightly smoothed. For continuous parameters, the vertical limits in the left plot are the same as the horizontal ones in
the right plot. In density plots, the blue line is for False option and the orange one is for True. The parameters have the following notation: ‘band’ is for data in
an optical band (the z-band is excluded, see Section 5.6 for details), ‘colour’ is for colour filtering, ‘level’ is for brightness contour in counts, ‘mask size’ is for
large extended mask size limits, ‘interp’ is for option whether interpolate mask or not, ‘fill holes’ parameter regulates whether we should fill the mask inside the
contours or not, ‘tailcut’ is the same as in the main text, ‘no touch’ is to filter out clouds which are likely to be shaded by the extended mask, see step (vii).

results of direct fractal measurements of optical data, but also results
of other measurements that are important for the current analysis.
Namely, the columns 5 and 6 present the fractal dimensions and
intercepts for the optical and Herschel data with the image resolution
reduced to the IRAS data [panel (c) of Fig. 5], while the columns
7–10 show the values of fractal dimension D and intercepts K for the
IRIS counterpart with the optical or Herschel mask applied where
possible [columns 7 and 8, panel (b) of Fig. 5, black crosses] and
without the mask [columns 9 and 10, panel (b) of Fig. 5 magenta
diamonds]. The values presented in the columns 5–10 are provided
to validate our approach and also to make comparison with previous
studies more direct. In this section, we mainly discuss the new results
of fractal dimension measurement that are done based on the optical
data only [columns 3 and 4, panel (a) of Fig. 5], while we postpone
a detailed description of the other measurements and how they were
carried out to the following section, where we analyse the various
factors that contribute to a fractal dimension measurement.

For optical data, the fractal dimension value, averaged across
all fields, is 〈D〉 = 1.69+0.05

−0.05 with a remarkably small characteristic
spread of values σ (D) = 0.02, if the outlier for Field#1 is not taken
into account [σ (D) = 0.07 if it is taken into consideration]. For
the same clouds, measured in the IRIS fields, the fractal dimension
is considerably smaller 〈D〉 = 1.48+0.10

−0.07, σ (D) = 0.10 with the
optical mask applied and 〈D〉 = 1.38+0.07

−0.06, σ (D) = 0.09 without
it. A typical measurement error obtained for all MC simulation
realizations appeared to be smaller than 0.1 for both the optical
and IR fields. Note, that the reported average values are calculated
as a mean of the D values from Table 1 without any correction for
the individual size of a particular field or the number of clouds.

First of all, we should emphasize that the measured fractal
dimensions appear to be less than 2 for all the cirrus clouds under
consideration. At the same time, this value does not change much if
we consider different spatial scales. This claim is illustrated in panel
(e) of Fig. 3 for Field#5, where it can be seen that the dependence
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Table 1. Measured D values for 8 examined optical fields and their IRIS counterparts. In addition, we include the results for Herschel Field#5
and two IRAS testing fields, Chameleon and Taurus. Second column lists an area of the image, columns (3) and (5) list the fractal dimensions
and intercepts for the optical (or Herschel) data; (5) and (6) lists the results for the optical data rebinned to 90 arcsec and reconvolved with the
IRIS PSF; columns (7) and (8) list the results for the IRIS counterpart with the optical or Herschel mask applied where possible, columns (9)
and (10) – for the same data without a mask. Column (11) is the difference between (5) and (7). All presented values of D indicate a median
for the MC realizations, the upper and lower error boundaries are 1σ from the corresponding percentiles.

Field A, deg2 D K D90 K90 DIRIS KIRIS D
orig
IRIS K

orig
IRIS D90−DIRIS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)

#1 2.0 1.88+0.02
−0.01 1.03 1.41+0.12

−0.12 1.83 1.49+0.16
−0.08 1.61 1.34+0.04

−0.05 2.02 − 0.09

#2 0.8 1.66+0.06
−0.06 1.41 1.54+0.08

−0.04 1.49 1.65+0.09
−0.06 1.32 1.50+0.12

−0.10 1.61 − 0.10

#3 1.8 1.70+0.04
−0.05 1.33 1.54+0.07

−0.09 1.53 1.59+0.18
−0.09 1.43 1.52+0.07

−0.06 1.53 − 0.06

#4 2.0 1.66+0.06
−0.06 1.41 1.52+0.09

−0.09 1.53 1.57+0.08
−0.08 1.44 1.40+0.10

−0.07 1.76 − 0.05

#5 3.0 1.66+0.05
−0.06 1.40 1.57+0.05

−0.04 1.43 1.43+0.05
−0.05 1.76 1.41+0.05

−0.05 1.75 0.14

#16 1.0 1.64+0.04
−0.05 1.42 1.55+0.14

−0.07 1.46 1.40+0.04
−0.02 1.69 1.33+0.02

−0.02 2.01 0.15

#join1 9.2 1.69+0.06
−0.05 1.31 1.63+0.05

−0.04 1.34 1.45+0.10
−0.08 1.68 1.35+0.06

−0.05 1.92 0.18

#join2 6.8 1.67+0.05
−0.04 1.35 1.61+0.04

−0.03 1.38 1.32+0.09
−0.09 2.11 1.22+0.10

−0.05 2.35 0.29

Avg – 1.69+0.05
−0.05 1.33 1.54+0.08

−0.09 1.50 1.48+0.10
−0.07 1.63 1.38+0.07

−0.06 1.86 –

Herschel #5 3.0 1.65+0.07
−0.04 1.37 1.40+0.08

−0.05 1.87 1.43+0.05
−0.05 1.76 1.41+0.05

−0.05 1.75 − 0.03

Chameleon – – – – – – – 1.36+0.02
−0.02 1.91 –

Taurus – – – – – – – 1.33+0.03
−0.03 1.98 –

of the perimeter on the area is clearly has small scatter from the
best-fitting line, and in Fig. 6 for all fields, which illustrates that D
remains almost constant while the brightness of the contours and the
scale vary. Therefore, we obtain that all the selected cirrus clouds are
of a fractal nature. While this result is not conceptually new and has
been known for a long time starting from Bazell & Desert (1988), it
is still important to note because, strictly speaking, (1) we analyse the
clouds which have not been considered for measuring their fractal
properties, and, most importantly, (2) we mainly concentrate on
optical cirrus, whereas most of the previous studies were focused
on IR data.

Our value 〈D〉 = 1.38+0.07
−0.06, averaged over all IRIS fields with

no mask, seem to be slightly greater as compared to the average
values obtained in previous works. For convenience, in Table 2 we
collected all the results of fractal dimension measurements from
previous studies where the same perimeter-area based method was
used. As one can see, depending on the data, there is a range of
values the fractal dimension can take. For example, Juvela et al.
(2018) obtained that the average fractal dimension of the dust clouds
is about D ≈ 1.2 and spans a range from 1.05 to 1.40 based on
the Herschel data. Bazell & Desert (1988) measured the fractal
dimension specifically for cirrus clouds using IRAS data and found
that the clouds have a fractal dimension of about D ≈ 1.26, with
a range from 1.12 to 1.4. Vogelaar & Wakker (1994) found for
IRAS data that the fractal dimension of different clouds ranges from
1.2 to 1.6. While our average 〈D〉 seems to be slightly larger than
those, the values, obtained for individual clouds, seem to fall into
the same range of values. Two possible exceptions are Field#2 and
#3 where the fractal dimension D is about 1.5, which is around an
upper limit of the values obtained in the literature, but, overall, our
values of D are still consistent with those from Vogelaar & Wakker
(1994).

For the same IR data but with the mask applied, the D values
become greater by about 0.1, but even in such a case they are still
within an interval from 1.2 to 1.6. One possible outlier is Field#2

where, for the IRIS image with the optical mask, D = 1.65 is slightly
larger than the mentioned upper limit 1.6 and is also the largest
among all the fields under study. Taking into account that this field
has the lowest number of successful realizations in MC and, as can be
seen from Table 1, the original image has a significantly lower D ≈
1.5, we can address this outlier to an effect of optical mask influence.
We discuss the impact of masking on the fractal dimension in greater
detail in Section 5.

For both the Taurus and Chameleon test fields, we obtain the
D values which are greater than the previously measured ones:
1.36 ± 0.06 for Chameleon and 1.33 ± 0.03 for Taurus versus
1.280 ± 0.016 and 1.230 ± 0.004 in Dickman et al. (1990),
respectively. However, all these measures are relatively close to each
other. It is also important to note that the error budget of Dickman
et al. (1990) takes into account only the error of regression fitting and,
hence, is unreliably small. It is reasonable to expect that accounting
for the differences, which are introduced by slightly different levels
of selection or due to the filtering of small clouds (see discussion
in Section 5.2), should result in a larger margin of error. Thus, the
results, measured here for the test images, are consistent with those
from the literature.

As to the intercepts, we found that the average values are 〈K〉 =
1.33 and 〈K〉 = 1.63 in the optical and IR, respectively, while the
spread of the values across the different fields is also considerably
small: σ (K) = 0.09 and σ (K) = 0.24 for the optical and IR
data, respectively. Our values of K are smaller than those found
by Vogelaar & Wakker (1994) (1.7 < K < 3, see their table 3).
Perhaps, the difference in the intercepts is associated with the fact
that the measured fractal dimension is, on average, slightly larger in
our work, but we do not pursue this question further.

Concerning the striking difference between the results in the
optical and IR, there are several possible reasons for that. First
of all, there is a possibility that the measured fractal dimension
values somehow reflect the way the fields were processed. The
major factor here is obviously the mask as it substantially changes
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Figure 5. Fractal dimension values obtained from our MC results for the different data. For each field the points show a median value and the vertical lines
correspond to a 1σ error. The horizontal segments show the result when the contours from all MC realizations are placed on the regression line (see text for
details). Panel (a) shows all data with the 6 arcsec resolution, i.e. the optical data is shown in red, the optical data with colour filtering is depicted in cyan, and
green is for Herschel Field#5 250 μm (see discussion in Section 5.5). Panel (b) contains the results for the IRIS counterparts (here, the magenta and grey colours
depict the original data and the data with the optical mask, respectively). Panel (c) illustrates how D changes for the optical (light blue) fields after rebinning to
90 arcsec and after applying the IRIS PSF (deep blue), the green point is for the single Herschel field [see discussion in Section 5.3 for both (b) and (c) panels].
Finally, panel (d) is the same as (b), except that it also depicts the effect of partial mask filling, which is shown using yellow-coded data points (see discussion in
Section 5.1). The red line in panel (c) corresponds to the optical data from (a); the blue line in panel (d) corresponds to the optical data with the IRIS PSF in (c).

the geometry of small clouds and also affects larger ones, al-
though to a smaller degree. As shown by Sánchez et al. (2005),
the image resolution (i.e. how many pixels are in a cloud of a
fixed size) can also change the fractal dimension value depending
on the actual 3D fractal dimension. Finally, there may be some
physical reasons associated with the dust properties and dynamics.
We thoroughly discuss this matter in the next Section 5 and in
Section 6.

Here we also note that the spread σ of D values for the clouds
from different fields is rather small for both the optical and IR data.
It is an interesting result since the fields are not connected in any way
(see Fig. 1). Thus, in terms of the fractal properties, all the clouds
observed seem to be similar to each other. This fact supports the
idea that these cirrus clouds are close to each other in terms of the
physical processes that shape them.

5 A NA LY S I S O F TH E FAC TO R S TH AT
CONTRI BU TE TO FRAC TA L D I MENSI ON
MEASUREMENTS

One of the results obtained in the previous section is that the
measured fractal dimension of the clouds, identified in the optical
data, is substantially greater than the fractal dimension of their
counterparts in the IR data. At the same time, the results of fractal
dimension measurements are hard to interpret from a physical
point of view if we do not know how the various factors, which
are incorporated in the measurement procedure (the choice of the
minimal brightness contour level to account for, the choice of the
lower boundary of the region size, the masking), affect the results.
Our MC simulation is useful to understand more clearly how the
aforementioned factors, along with some others, can affect our fractal
dimension measurements.
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Figure 6. Illustration of how the fractal dimension D remains constant within the selected contour level change. The left subplot shows Field 2 as an example
of different contours, where a brighter colour relates to a higher brightness. White pixels represent the mask used. The right-hand panel shows how D depends
on the contour level, each line corresponds to an individual field, coloured dots show the results for Field#2, and the same levels as on the left. A smaller subplot
on the right side shows the logarithm of the number of clouds for the corresponding contour level.

Table 2. The results of fractal dimension measurements for cirrus clouds from our and previous studies.

Study Data 〈D〉 D range Rough field size Contours size threshold

Bazell & Desert (1988) Cirrus (IRAS) 1.26 ± 0.04 1.12–1.40 �δ ∼ 16◦, �α ∼ 24◦ 187 200, 8.5

Dickman et al. (1990) Molecular clouds (IRAS) – 1.174–1.278 �δ ∼ 10◦, �α ∼ 10◦ 187 200, 8.5

Falgarone et al. (1991) Molecular clouds (CO lines) 1.36 ± 0.02 – �δ ∼ 10◦, �α ∼ 10◦ –

Vogelaar & Wakker (1994) Cirrus (IRAS) 1.42 ± 0.02 1.23–1.54 ∼1�◦ 288 000, 9.0

Sánchez et al. (2005) Orion A (CO line) 1.35 – �δ ∼ 2◦, �α ∼ 2◦ ∼777, 3.1

Juvela et al. (2018) Molecular clouds (Herschel) 1.25 ± 0.07 1.05–1.4 ∼0.5�◦ 3960, 4.7

This study SDSS Stripe82 1.69 ± 0.07 1.66–1.88 ∼(1 − 9) �◦ –

This study IRIS 1.38 ± 0.09 1.22–1.52 ∼(1 − 9) �◦ –

Note. The second column lists the type of the studied objects along with the data source. Note that for Vogelaar & Wakker (1994), we include the results only
for cirrus clouds, while in the referred work, the high-velocity molecular clouds were also studied. The third column lists the average values of the fractal
dimension if they are provided by the authors or, otherwise, there is a dash symbol, while the fourth column lists the range of fractal dimensions of individual
clouds studied in the referred works. The dash symbol in the fourth column means that only one cloud was studied. The fifth column lists the rough values of
the overall field sizes that were studied in the cited works. The sixth column lists the values of the contours size threshold that was used to filter out small clouds
in physical units (arcsec2) and in units of log A that are used in this study, respectively.

5.1 Analysis of the mask influence

The main obvious difference between the clouds analysed here and
the ones studied in the previous studies, listed in Table 2, is the
existence of masked areas which can overlap with the structure of
an actual cloud. Therefore, one can expect that masking should
somewhat change the geometry of such a cloud. The question is
to what degree it can actually change the fractal dimension of the
clouds in the fields under study.

In our method, the existence of masked areas can affect a D
measurement in two different ways. First, the arbitrary decision,
described in step (vii), to filter out all clouds, which touch the
extended mask parts and are selected in step (i), can shift the resultant
values of D significantly. Bazell & Desert (1988) and Dickman
et al. (1990) also removed from their analysis those contours which
touch (or intersect) the borders of the image. However, the extended
mask parts of the fields under consideration can also lie completely
inside. This is another difference [see an example of such a mask
in panel (b) of Fig. 3]. Nevertheless, our MC analysis shows that

the fractal dimension D remains almost the same regardless of the
decision on filtering and extended mask size selection, as illustrated
in Fig. 4 for Field#3 (parameters ‘mask size’ and ‘no touch’). This is
a surprising finding, since, in principle, rectangular and round blobs,
which constitute the mask, can be found by chance completely inside
the selected contour level, hence drastically decreasing the area A
while the perimeter P becomes increasing.

To study the effect when cloud regions touch the image borders
or partially covered by a mask, we perform a simple experiment.
First, we select more than 1500 ‘good’ optical clouds that are not
touched by extended masked regions or image borders from all fields
and different contour levels. Then we randomly select some small
number of clouds3 n < 100 and measure the fractal dimension D for
them. After that, we dissect m < n of these clouds by a straight line,

3This choice is motivated by the inner plot in Fig. 6, where the median of the
natural logarithm log N ≈ 4.5, and, thus, N ≈ 90–100 can be used as some
characteristic number of clouds in a realization, on average.
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Figure 7. Histograms by the D variations for our experiment when individual
clouds are dissected by lines (see Section 5.1 for details). The right-shifted
histogram with diagonal hatching corresponds to the cases when clouds
with small sizes have been removed with the ‘tailcut’ = 0.05 applied. The
histogram with dots hatching represents all cases.

whose slope and intercept was chosen randomly. The resulting pieces
of the original clouds are then treated as new clouds. A set of such
clouds, along with the remaining unsplit clouds, are characterized
by a new fractal dimension Dsplit. This process reliably simulates the
situation when cirrus clouds are ‘spoiled’ by the image boundaries
or a mask. The values of D − Dsplit for 1000 realizations are shown
in Fig. 7. This figure can be used to determine how the effect of
masking impacts the measurements. On average, the splitting into
smaller clouds yields Dsplit which is larger by 0.05 than the original
one. This can be explained by the fact that the number of small noisy
clouds grows after the slicing. If we filter out those small clouds
using the threshold ‘tailcut’ = 0.05, the resultant histogram by D −
Dsplit becomes symmetric and centred at around zero with a standard
deviation of just 0.03. These errors are too small to change the overall
result of D measurements. This answers the main question of this
subsection.

The second effect of masking in the optical relates to the ‘holes’ it
can produce in the interior of the clouds. As was already mentioned,
if a data satisfies a condition P ∝ AD/2 and we apply an internal
mask to it, then the resulting set of points (log A, log P) will have
a larger D. In our MC analysis, we can either interpolate such a
mask in step (ii) before selecting a contour or fill the ‘holes’ after
the contour selection in step (v). Both these steps have almost no
impact on D estimation as can be seen from Fig. 4 (the parameters
‘interp’ and ‘fill holes’). The reason behind this is that the ‘holes’
are usually less than 5 pix wide and they can significantly change the
position for only small clouds in the log A ÷ log P plane, which are
filtered out in most of the cases anyway. However, this does not hold
true for the IRIS counterparts and rebinned optical fields, because
due to lower resolution the sizes in pixels of all clouds in them are
smaller than those in the original optical images. To verify this, we
apply the mask, which we use for the optical data, to the IR images
and carry out a MC analysis. We set a pixel masked only if more
than half of the original (small) pixels within the rebinning window
are masked. As an illustration, one can check the resulting mask
for Field#5 in panel (d) of Fig. 2 and compare it with the original
image in panel (a). It is clear from Fig. 5, panel (b), that, on average,
the fractal dimension D is larger for the IRIS images with the mask

applied (grey) than without it (magenta). We elaborate more on this
result in panel (d) of the same figure, where we additionally show
the results for the MC realizations with the filled ‘holes’ only. As
one can see, filling the ‘holes’ lowers the D value to the level which
was measured before the masking. We note that these D values are
not entirely identical because the mask can also filter out some cirrus
clouds, as discussed in the previous paragraph. Nevertheless, even
if we can clearly see that the mask increases D values for a low-
resolution data, these values are shifted by less than ≈0.1 and still
remain within the same margin of error. It is worth noting here that
masking was rarely done in the previous studies. However, masking is
also important for IR wavelengths because the cirrus emission can be
contaminated by non-dust sources such as UltraLuminous InfraRed
Galaxies (ULIRGs). This makes the obtained results valuable for
future studies at different wavelengths.

5.2 ‘Tailcut’ parameter

As mentioned in Section 3, the lower boundary for the size of regions,
we account for in linear regression fits, is parametrized by the ‘tailcut’
parameter. In Bazell & Desert (1988) and Dickman et al. (1990), a
typical size of the regions excluded from consideration was less
than 52 arcmin2 (13 square pix of the original IRIS resolution).
In Vogelaar & Wakker (1994), the authors found that depending on
the choice of the lower limit for the region size, the results of a fractal
dimension measurement will be different and that there are some
‘stability regions’ in which the fractal dimension is independent of
the selected value for region size. In subsequent studies, e.g. Juvela
et al. (2018), the excluded regions were much smaller in size (1.1
arcmin2 or about 3 square pixels in their study). Our simulations
allow us to find the exact way the fractal dimension depends on the
selected value of the tailcut parameter. Note that this parameter is,
by definition, dimensionless because it is a fraction from 0.0 to 1.0
where lower and upper bounds correspond to min and max of log A,
respectively. For any particular realization these bounds are different
and determined during the field processing. Thus, in each realization
one can indeed translate the ‘tailcut’ fraction into some number of
square pixels. Fig. 8 shows how the measured fractal dimension of
the clouds changes with the value of the lower boundary size of the
selected regions for the optical and IR data. For ease of presentation,
we averaged the dependencies over all of our fields. As can be seen
from the figure, for small values of the ‘tailcut’ parameter, there is a
plateau for the optical data over which the fractal dimension does not
change much. After some threshold log A > 8 for both the optical and
IR data, the fractal dimension changes notably: it increases for the
optical data and decreases in the IR. In general, we can conclude that
the fractal dimension D does depend on the size of the regions one
decides to include in a fit. Due to the significantly better resolution of
the optical data, there is a large ‘stability region’ where one can safely
measure the fractal dimension. The existence of such dependence is
particularly important for IR data where one cannot find a similar
stability region.

Another small but important addition here is that a large value of
the ‘tailcut’ parameter can significantly affect the quality of log P ÷
log A regression fitting. It is easy to imagine a situation when there
are only a few points left and D is not well constrained from such
a limited data. Of course, this is not the only parameter responsible
for such cases but the most important one. The quality of the MC
regression lines is illustrated in Fig. 9. It is easy to see that, as the
coefficient of determination R2 suggests the total variation explained
by the linear regression, it appeared to be lower for the optical data.
The number of points is larger there, and, for exactly the same reason,
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Figure 8. Dependence of D across all fields on threshold to filter out small
clouds (i.e. ‘tailcut’ parameter in each realization). The colours represent
individual sets of data, the solid line for each set depicts an average curve,
the inner colour-filled spread corresponds to one standard deviation, whereas
the outer spread shows the minimal and maximal values. The vertical depicts
the 3 square pix size for the IRIS data resolution as a minimal used threshold
for the filtered area.

Figure 9. The left-hand panels show histograms for the coefficient of
determination R2 of the fitted MC regressions. The right-hand panels show
distributions of the regression slope fitting error obtained using an ordinary
least squares method and multiplied by two, thus equal to the D estimation
uncertainty. The upper panels show the optical data, the second row is for
the optical data convolved with the IRIS PSF and the bottom one is for the
IRIS data. All histograms are normalized to unity size of the maximal bar for
better visibility.

the line fitting errors are greater for the IR fields. Nevertheless, these
errors are small and the overall quality of the regression fits is good.

5.3 Image resolution and PSF

The image resolution also affects the fractal dimension, since the
area and the perimeter are measured using discrete pixels. Therefore,
the more pixels are contained in some selected cloud, the more
accurate the estimate of its perimeter and area will be. Clearly, as
the IR data has 15 times lower image resolution than the SDSS

optical data we use, the image resolution can be a reason why
the resultant fractal dimension is quite different for these two.
To measure the effect of image resolution on fractal dimension
measurements, we performed a simple test. Specifically, we rebin
the optical data to the image resolution (pixel size) of the IR data.
The intensity of the large resulting pixels is obtained by summing
up the intensities of the original small pixels. The resultant values
of the fractal dimension obtained from such reduced images are
shown in Fig. 5, panel (c) (light blue points). As can be seen,
the effect of the resolution appears to be almost negligible: the
fractal dimension values only shift by 0.05, on average, to the
lower end across the different fields. This is comparable with the
D measurement error. In Sánchez et al. (2005), an equally small shift
in the values after decreasing the image resolution was observed
in case of rather low volumetric fractal dimension Dvol ∼ 1.2−2.0
(see their fig. 7). Perhaps our results indicate that we indeed deal
with such clouds, but we cannot rule out the possibility that for
real clouds the dependence of the projected D on the volumetric
Dvol and image resolution should be more complicated than that
obtained by Sánchez et al. (2005) on the example of some simulated
clouds.

Apart from the image resolution, there is another important factor
that distinguishes our IR and optical data, namely, the angular
resolution, or the PSF. The effect of the PSF on fractal dimension
measurements is hard to predict, but a larger PSF blurs out intensity
gradients more effectively, and, therefore, leads to smoother contours
of objects, in general. To estimate the consequences of the PSF
differences for our optical and IR data, we applied the IRAS PSF
with FWHM = 4.3 arcmin to the optical data with the artificially
lowered image resolution described in the previous paragraph (in
other words, we convolved the optical data to the IR one). There
is no need to consider the optical PSF here since the entire optical
PSF is contained within less than one pixel of an IRIS image. The
resultant fractal dimensions for all fields are shown in Fig. 5, panel
(c), and listed in Table 1. It can be seen that the fractal dimension is
actually quite dependent on the PSF size and it becomes significantly
smaller (on average) for the degraded optical data as compared to
the initial one. For Fields#1-5, the fractal dimension of the clouds,
observed in such degraded optical images, is now consistent with the
results for the corresponding clouds in the IR (see Table 1, D90 − DIRIS

column). After accounting for the differences in the PSF, a significant
disagreement between the fractal dimensions for the degraded optical
data and IR fields is essentially maintained for our largest fields,
Field#join1 and #join2, and for Field#16. For these fields, most
likely, we trace different structures in the IR and optical due to
the large-scale background subtraction in the SDSS (see Discussion
section). However, note that for these fields the differences between
the fractal dimensions in the optical and IR become smaller too
after convolution with IRIS PSF. To our knowledge, the influence
of the PSF has not been previously considered in the context of
fractal dimension measurements, but, apparently, it is one of the most
important determining factors for measuring the fractal dimension
of cirrus clouds. Therefore, this finding is of great importance for
future studies aimed at exploration of the geometric properties of
dust clouds in our Galaxy.

It is important to note that both findings presented above are also
valid for the Herschel Field#5 data, as can be seen for the green
points in Fig. 5. There is also no need to consider the Herschel
PSF for the above reason. Taking into account that the Herschel
250 μm image corresponds to a slightly different part of the light
spectrum as compared to IRIS 100 μm, but none the less, its analysis
yields the same result. This makes our conclusion even more robust
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and emphasizes the importance of the correct PSF conversion for a
proper comparison between different data.

5.4 Brightness contour level

In Bazell & Desert (1988), the authors calculated the fractal dimen-
sion of the clouds for different levels of brightness separately, while
Dickman et al. (1990) fitted a linear regression to the points obtained
for a set of selected levels. They verified that their results remained
the same if they considered only one specific level, although in that
case the errors appeared larger. Vogelaar & Wakker (1994) studied
how the fractal dimension changes with the lowest contour level
selected and found that the dimension of some clouds can depend
on it.

In this work, we use our MC simulation to explore how the choice
of the brightness contour level to distinguish cirrus clouds affects the
resultant fractal dimension value. Fig. 6 showcases how the fractal
dimension value depends on the brightness level for all of the optical
fields processed in the same way, i.e. they represent some subsample
of MC realizations where all parameters remained the same. As can
be seen, the choice of the brightness level indeed affects the resultant
value, although to a small degree. On average, there is some linear
trend with a higher brightness level corresponding to smaller values
of the fractal dimension. The latter statement is also illustrated in
Fig. 4, the first panel in the second row. The reason why brighter
contours resulted in a lower D can be seen in Fig. 3, panel (e). With
an increase of brightness, clouds become smaller, on average, and
the left tail of the size distribution (shown by red points) starts to
influence the result harder, while for such points the perimeter P
decreases faster than the area A. To be more confident in our results,
we checked how the results, presented in Fig. 5, would change if we
included the structures, which are distinguished using all brightness
level contours in one regression fit (see Section 6 for more details).
We plot the values obtained in this way in Fig. 5 – depicted by
horizontal segments of the same colour as the underlying data. It can
be seen that accounting for all brightness levels in one fit does not
change the values of the fractal dimension nor does it decrease the
difference between the IR and optical data.

5.5 Colour filtering

The results of Román et al. (2020) suggest that cirrus clouds can
be distinguished using optical colours [see Section 3, step (iv)]. We
apply this criterion for a part of the realizations in our MC simulation
and check if filtering the pixels by their (r − i) and (g − r) optical
colours has an impact on estimation of D. As can be seen from cyan
points in Fig. 5, the actual difference between the two sets of values
is significant and approximately equals 0.2 for different fields. The
colour filtering step shifts D towards larger values, because it can
produce a more perforated structure with additional holes, which
leads to an overall increase of the D value (see clarifications in
Section 5.1). Such behaviour is also illustrated in Fig. 4, the third
panel in the first row, where the two peaks corresponding to the
realizations with and without colour filtering are clearly shifted by
about 0.2 with respect to each other. For better understanding of how
the procedure of colour filtering change the shape of the actual clouds,
we refer the interested reader to figs 13–15 in Román et al. (2020),
where authors apply aforementioned criterion to images from Hyper
Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program data (Aihara et al. 2018).
It is clear from those images that the colour filtering transforms the
clouds into much less connected structures. Moreover, the resulted

‘holes’ are very different from those produced by masking in size
and number.

Overall, the presented results show that the colour filtering has a
strong impact on the fractal dimension measurements. However, we
should emphasize that there is room for some doubt as to whether
this result really reflects the physical properties of the clouds under
consideration. And, particularly, for the following reasons. First, the
calculation of D through colour filtering has not been done before,
thus we cannot compare our findings with previous works. Secondly,
we do not know how good is the filtering relation in statistical terms.
In fact, a given pixel could be outside the selected colour constraints
due to low signal-to-noise ratio, but this does not mean that this
pixel does not contain dust emission [see the left subplot in fig. 12
in Román et al. (2020), where some grey error bars lie above the
relation line]. Probably, this affects clouds at the lowest surface
brightness only, but this needs to be tested additionally. Third, as
mentioned earlier, the shape of the selected clouds after filtering
differs significantly from those to which we do not apply the colour
criterion (compare the clouds presented in Figs 3 and 6 and those
in figs 13–15 in Román et al. 2020). It is clear that the methods
we use in our MC simulation will not help to solve connectivity
and ‘holes’ issues in such differently shaped clouds. Probably, an
additional rebinning step can improve the situation by smoothing
the statistical fluctuations, but this can lead to new biases and needs
to be tested anyway. Taking into account all the reasons described
above, we decided to not include the realizations with colour filtering
into our final D estimation and its error margins. Nevertheless, the
result obtained here has a methodological importance, which, along
with the colour relation itself, definitely deserves attention and an
additional investigation in a separate study.

The only case where the filtering has almost no effect at all is
Field#1, where the D value is anomalously large and inconsistent
with the others. Also, it is very stable, that is it shows almost no
estimation error. This is even stranger since Field#1 has the lowest
< g − r > colour among all, as shown in table 2 from Román et al.
(2020). Therefore, it has a more strict upper condition which should
filter out, on average, more pixels and, thus, the filtering should affect
the result even more. The reason for such a strange behaviour is that
Field#1 contains clouds of a significantly smaller size. This means
that the point with the largest area A of Field#1 has an area that is
more than an order of magnitude smaller as compared to the other
fields. This addresses the issue under consideration, since the colour
filtering should affect large clouds the most.

It is also interesting to note from Fig. 5 that D values after the
colour filtering are well consistent with each other between different
fields, but whether this is an artificial result or not remains an open
question. As already mentioned above, this is a potentially large and
completely new area that requires further research.

5.6 Different bands

The values of the fractal dimension obtained for the optical data
should be averaged over four available optical bands: g, r, i, and z.
However, for the individual bands, the values can be slightly different,
so we should verify how large this difference is. The value of the
fractal dimension D, averaged over all fields and realizations, is
equal to 1.73, 1.74, 1.77, and 1.89, accordingly, in the same order
as above and with a typical error of around 0.08. As can be seen,
for all bands save the z band, the values are somewhat consistent
with each other, while for the z-band the average value is larger by
about 0.15. The true reason for such a behaviour is hard to pinpoint
accurately, but we should note that SDSS imaging in the z-band is
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substantially shallower than in the other bands, that is, the z band
surface brightness limit is μlimit ∼ 26.6 mag arcsec−2, as compared
to μlimit ∼ 28.5 mag arcsec−2 (Román et al. 2020), on average, for
the other bands. Consequently, there should be a smaller number of
dim clouds in the z-band, which can be distinguished in principle.
Perhaps, this circumstance leads to the observed increase of the
fractal dimension in the z-band. We can also see by visual inspection
that the data in this band have more artefacts and issues, especially
where the original SDSS frames were composed. Since results in
the z-band are inconsistent with those obtained for the other SDSS
bands, we decided to exclude this band from our final results averaged
over all bands under study (i.e. reported in Table 1 and shown in all
figures).

Let us briefly sum up the results of this section. Most of the results
are illustrated in Fig. 5. We have found that masking affects the
results in two different ways. It can artificially increase D values
by ‘making holes’ in the clouds. Secondly, extended mask parts
and image boundaries can obscure or even split up individual clouds.
Both these effects are found to be small (�D < 0.1). Unlike masking,
filtering of small clouds with the ‘tailcut’ parameter have a great
impact on D estimation. We show that the optical data demonstrates
the same fractal dimension within some ‘plateau’, while for the IR
counterparts, D can only decrease. A change of image resolution
only slightly reduces D, but convolution of the optical data with the
IRAS PSF lowers the fractal dimension significantly. The obtained
results are almost the same for different brightness contour levels, as
expected for fractals. The calculation of D through colour filtering
was done for the first time in this work, and we found that it can
significantly increase D by a value around 0.2. This effect can be
artificial due to several reasons listed above, and it needs further
investigation. Finally, the z band was found to be inconsistent with
the other SDSS bands and was excluded from our final results.
Note that the cumulative effect of all aforementioned factors on
D should not be considered as a sum of individual factors because
the correct uncertainties on D have been specially estimated in our
MC simulation.

6 D ISCUSSION

6.1 Optical versus IR fractal dimension

The analysis, which we carried out in the previous section, con-
vincingly shows that if we account for various differences between
optical and IR data and the differences in the corresponding data
processing, there are some fields (Fields#5-6, #join1, #join2) where
the fractal dimension values in the optical are considerably greater
than those in the IR. For the other fields (Fields#1-4), the measured
fractal dimensions are quite close to each other. Below we discuss
the possible reasons leading to the observed consistencies and
inconsistencies.

First of all, we assume that the light comes from the same
dust grains in the optical and IR. However, different parts of their
spectrum we observe are mainly associated with different generating
mechanisms. In the case of the IR, it is a thermal emission while
it is a scattering of incident light in the optical (Draine 2003). The
cirrus clouds are usually optically thin (Stark 1995; Szomoru &
Guhathakurta 1999) and, hence, the flux should be proportional
to the column density in both cases. However, there are various
factors that can reduce the correlation between the flux and column
density. For the thermal emission, there are variations in the dust
temperature (Lehtinen et al. 2007; Ienaka et al. 2013). For optical
fluxes, it is important from where the photon comes and how it is

Figure 10. Top panel shows average pixel fluxes in the r-band fields and
their IRIS 100 μm counterparts. All images are rebinned to the same image
and angular resolution, and processed with an identical optical mask. The
red dashed lines, which start in the origin of the coordinates, show linear
dependences with different slopes. The bottom panel shows the pixel-by-
pixel Pearson correlation coefficient for the same data.

scattered, i.e. we should know the phase function. Seon & Witt (2013)
verified how the scattered flux correlates with the optical depth for
different values of the phase factor g and homogeneous optical depth
values on the example of some simulated clouds where the source of
radiation is located in the centre of the cloud. They found that there is
a good correlation between the optical depth and the scattered fluxes
maps in the case of complete forward scattering, i.e. g = 0.99 (see
their fig. 3). However Seon & Witt (2013) also found that decreasing
the g factor (i.e. the case of more isotropic scattering) decreases the
correlation between the fluxes and optical depth. For cirrus clouds,
which are illuminated by the interstellar radiation field (and not a
point source as considered by Seon & Witt 2013), we can assume
that the scattering picture we observe should be closer to the case of
isotropic scattering described by Seon & Witt (2013). Nevertheless,
from their fig. 1 we can see that the correlation is still strong even
in the case of g � 0.5. For the typical value of g ∼ 0.6−0.7 (Ienaka
et al. 2013), the results of Seon & Witt (2013) suggest that if we
measure some geometric property (fractal dimension) of the clouds
in the optical, it can have a different value than if measured based on
IR data (which is a better tracer of the dust density).

These and several other reasons can lead to a situation that we
indeed measure the fractal characteristics of objects, the images
of which are different in some particular details at IR and optical
wavelengths. This is especially true for some of the fields under
consideration. This fact can be noticeable, for example, from the one-
to-one visual comparison of lower panels in Fig. 2 and is illustrated
in Fig. 10. The mean pixel fluxes in the optical and IR are compared
in the upper panel. It can be seen that an IR emission increase does
not always coincide with a significant optical intensity change. The
same conclusion can be drawn based on the lower panel, where
the pixel-by-pixel correlation coefficient is measured for the IR and
optical fluxes. In only three cases, we found that the data behave
in the same way, while in all other cases the correlation is weak. It
is clear for our data that in the fields under consideration a direct
relation between the images of the cirrus clouds, if exists, is at least
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nonlinear. In general, this is not a new result and has been known for
a long time (Guhathakurta & Tyson 1989).

Besides the underlying physical factors mentioned above, in our
case, there are several additional reasons for the observed discrepancy
between the IR and optical structures. First, it is partially due to the
presence of bright unmasked sources such as, for example, ULIRG
F22509-0040 in Field#4. However, such sources are few. The second
reason is large-scale subtraction of the background in the optical
fields as an inevitable drawback of the SDSS data reduction pipeline.
The background subtraction procedure implies a polynomial or spline
approximation of the background and removes every diffuse emission
with a scale larger than several arcmins (see section 4 in Román et al.
2020). As the result of this process, extended details of cirrus clouds
(or large-scale diffuse emission) can potentially be removed from our
optical images and, thus, not included in the D evaluation. However,
as we have already demonstrated with high confidence, the constancy
of the fractal dimension value between different contours, as well as
different parts of Stripe82, is great and, thus, it is reasonable to
presume that, at least on small scales, it should be reliably measured
and non-affected by possible over-subtraction. This point can be
additionally illustrated by the fact that one of the largest fields
Field#join2 demonstrates a strong correlation between optical and
IR cirrus parts, as Fig. 10 suggests. It can be concluded that the issue
about the correspondence of optical and IR data is a difficult one and
needs additional research, which we are about to do in a separate
study.

We should note that, for dense molecular clouds with grains of
sizes from 0.1 μm to 10 μm, there is also an interesting mechanism
that can introduce the differences in the fractal dimension for the
optical and IR data. It is known that the parameters of grain
size distribution determine the extinction curve behaviour, as well
as the scattering properties of a particular cloud (Weingartner &
Draine 2001) and, thus, govern the overall intensity level at different
wavelengths. At the same time, based on the results of hydrodynamic
simulations, various authors pointed out that for real observed
clouds the larger grains can decouple from gas flows and tend to
occupy denser areas, while small grains are typically well-coupled
with the gas flows (Hopkins & Lee 2016; Tricco, Price & Laibe
2017; Mattsson et al. 2019). In terms of the fractal dimension, the
smaller value of it means that, in general, the cloud has a more
filamentary wispy structure. Hence, we found that some clouds in
the IR demonstrate a more filamentary structure as compared to
the optical. Qualitatively, this result agrees well with the results
of Hopkins & Lee (2016), Tricco et al. (2017), and Mattsson et al.
(2019). We expect that larger dust grains, which are usually traced in
the visible, inhabit denser parts of the clouds while small grains are
better traced in low density filaments, which become more apparent
in the IR. Although, we should admit that for a diffuse medium
such as in a cirrus cloud, we expect that there is no such a wide
spread by the grain size as considered by the mentioned authors.
Further physical simulations of dust clouds are required to support
this hypothesis.

6.2 Comparison with previous studies

From Table 2, it is interesting to note that in some earlier
works Bazell & Desert (1988), Dickman et al. (1990), the dimension
measured using IR data seem to be slightly smaller, on average,
as compared to that obtained by Vogelaar & Wakker (1994) and
the average value 〈D〉 = 1.38+0.07

−0.06 in the present study for the IR
data. Here, we should also emphasize that our IR data have exactly
the same image and angular resolution (PSF) as in Bazell & Desert

(1988), Vogelaar & Wakker (1994) and, therefore, some other factors
should contribute to the observed inconsistency.

Based on the analysis presented in Section 5, one can think of
several possible reasons for that. First, we found that the fractal
dimension value depends on the initial filtering by the cloud size.
For the IR data, the exact value of this border seem to be one of the
determining parameters. In Table 2, we collected the values of exact
sizes of the filtered regions used in the literature, where possible.
As can be seen, in earlier works the authors filtered the clouds of
rather large sizes. As we showed in Fig. 8, such filtering indirectly
leads to lower values of the fractal dimension D. The second reason is
connected to the first one. As have been already noted, smaller clouds
tend to have a smaller ratio of the perimeter and area logarithms than
the larger ones. At this point, it is important to know how large the
field size under study is and, according to that, how large, on average,
the clouds under study are. Table 2 lists the rough values of the field
sizes which were used for D estimation in the previous studies. As
can be seen, in earlier works, the authors used significantly larger
fields (except for Vogelaar & Wakker 1994, the results of which are
most consistent with ours) than we analyse in this study. From Fig. 8,
one can expect that an increase of the number of large clouds should
decrease the fractal dimension.

One potentially major source of difference between this study and
the previous ones is the way to choose which data to fit regression on.
In our approach only one contour per realization was used for this
purpose, while in other studies starting from Dickman et al. (1990) a
set of shrinking contours were used with some increasing brightness
interval between them. Since the interval choice is arbitrary, one
needs to carry out a proper investigation of its effect on D. On the
other side, the use of many contours at once should produce a more
stable result because the same cloud is included several times and the
points are placed more evenly in the A range. In MC, the number of
points is smaller and there is a chance that, for example, we pick just
the brightest cores and do not fit the regression well due to a short
data range. In order to examine if the derived results will be the same
in case we use several contours instead, we carried out the following
experiment. For a given Field all MC realizations were placed on the
same log A ÷ log P plane and then the D value was measured, thus
emulating a use of a huge set of different evenly distributed contours.
We also use the conservative ‘tailcut’ value 0.05 for filtering out the
noisiest small clouds from the fitting. The results are presented in
Fig. 5 by horizontal segments, where we compare the D values from
MC and from the described experiment. We note that the errors of
the regression fitting with this number of points are of the order of
0.01 and, thus, not shown. For both the optical and IR data, in all
cases with just a few exceptions we obtain that D values lie within
the uncertainty range of MC simulation and, often, they are close
to its centre. Several exceptions are related to images with small
resolution and can be addressed to situation when the numbers of
clouds and successful realizations are small. Overall, the agreement
is good and it is unlikely to be a source of disagreement in fractal
dimension estimation. Note also that in the described experiment
there is no tendency to produce a consistently greater or lower D
than MC shows.

7 SU M M A RY

In this study, we have carried out a comparative analysis of the 2D
fractal dimension D for cirrus clouds in our Galaxy using IR and
optical data. To the best of our knowledge, for the optical data, such
a study has been conducted for the first time. We have considered 8
fields from SDSS Stripe82 which were used by Román et al. (2020)
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to study the colour characteristics of the cirrus clouds in the optical.
The corresponding IR counterparts have been taken from the IRIS
100 μm database. For one optical field, we have also considered the
corresponding Herschel 250 μm counterpart. The deep optical fields
and the mentioned Herschel field were originally prepared by Román
et al. (2020) with accounting for the instrumental scattered light
and masking of all the external sources, exposing only the diffuse
emission.

We have used a simple approach to compute the fractal dimension
of the cirrus clouds based on the perimeter-area ratio of the cirrus
contours. One of the aims was to compare our results for the IR with
the results from the literature where the same approach was used.
For each of the optical and IR fields, we distinguished the structures
which are enclosed by some brightness contour level, calculated
the corresponding perimeter P and area A, taking into account the
cloud boundaries and possible masked inner pixels for each of such
structures, and then approximated the log P ÷ log A dependence with
a straight line. The angular coefficient of the line gives us the value
of the fractal dimension for the chosen brightness level of the cirrus
clouds observed in each field.

In previous studies, the error on the obtained fractal dimension
was assumed to be equal to the error of a linear regression fitting.
In this paper, we performed a MC simulation to estimate how the
choice of some subjective parameters (e.g. the lower size limit of
clouds to be filtered out, the brightness level to choose) affects the
results and, based on that, estimated an error value on D.

For IR data, we found that the average fractal dimension across all
fields is 〈D〉 = 1.38+0.07

−0.06 with σ (D) = 0.09. The obtained values are
generally consistent with the results of previous studies (Bazell &
Desert 1988; Dickman et al. 1990; Falgarone et al. 1991; Hetem &
Lepine 1993; Vogelaar & Wakker 1994; Sánchez et al. 2005; Juvela
et al. 2018). For our data, we found that there is a strong dependence
of the fractal dimension value on the subjective parameters and,
especially, on the lower size limit of the clouds to be filtered
out. Accounting for this effect in our MC simulation yielded the
significantly greater error σ (D) as compared to those obtained in the
literature.

In the optical, we found that the average fractal dimension of the
clouds is D = 1.69 with the very small σ (D) = 0.02 if one outlier
is excluded. Consequently, the D values in the optical appeared to
be considerably greater than those obtained for the IR data. We
explored whether this difference arises due to the differences in the
observational characteristics of the field under study, namely, the
image resolution and the PSF properties. We came to conclusion that
the PSF has a substantial effect on the fractal dimension while the
image resolution itself does not significantly affect the result. Our
finding that the PSF can significantly influence the measured fractal
dimension is important from a methodological point of view: one
should compare the results of fractal dimension measurements for
different data (and simulations) only if they have been convolved to
the same angular resolution.

Concerning the effect of masking, based on our MC simulation
and tests with the IRIS data, we found that the masking itself leads
to an overall increase of D by about 0.1, but it can be greater than
that in some cases depending on data studied. As an example of
such an exceptional case, the cirrus clouds in Field#2 demonstrate
an increase of the fractal dimension by about 0.15 after applying the
optical mask.

As to the threshold on the contour size to filter out small clouds,
which is discussed, for example, in Vogelaar & Wakker (1994), we
found that for our IR data there is a strong dependence of the fractal

dimension on this parameter, while for the optical data there is a
plateau where the fractal dimension can be reliably measured.

In total, we conclude that if we take into account the differences
in the PSF, image resolution, and masking, half of the fields under
study demonstrate equal fractal dimensions of the selected clouds
in the optical and IR. For the other half, the fractal dimensions
in the optical and IR remain inconsistent. We discussed various
reasons for the observed phenomenon including the differences in
flux generating mechanism at different wavelengths, presence of
some bright unmasked sources in IR data, and the tendency of
larger grains to decouple from smaller ones, proven in some model
studies. We conclude that none of these reasons can be considered
as dominant and additional studies are required to explain why the
fractal dimensions of IR and optical cirrus can be essentially the
same for some fields, while for others they can differ significantly.
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